September 10, 2021

Benoit Varenne, DDS, MPH, PhD.
Dental Officer, Oral Health Program Noncommunicable Diseases Dept,
Division of UHC/Communicable and Noncommunicable Diseases,
World Health Organization
20, Avenue Appia, CH-1211
Geneva 27

Re: Draft Global Strategy on Tackling Oral Diseases.

via email: varenneb@who.int

The International Association for Dental Research (IADR), which represents over 10,000 researchers around the world with a mission to drive dental, oral and craniofacial research for health and well-being worldwide, appreciates the opportunity to share our thoughts on the Draft Global Strategy on Tackling Oral Diseases being developed by the World Health Organization (WHO). IADR applauds the WHO on both the approval of the Oral Health Resolution during the World Health Assembly 74 (WHA74) as well as the development of this draft global strategy on tackling oral diseases. We also support the development of the global strategy to inform the development of a framework for tracking progress with clear measurable targets. To respond to this request for comments, IADR engaged its Science Information Committee and its Board of Directors.

Paragraph 9 of the Commercial Determinants and Risk Factors of Oral Health section of the draft report, addresses human papilloma virus as a risk factor for oropharyngeal cancers. This is true, as studies have shown that the incidence of HPV-related oropharyngeal cancers is rapidly increasing and currently exceeds (United States11) or is predicted to exceed that of HPV-related cervical cancer12. Unfortunately, there is no further mention of preventing HPV-related oropharyngeal cancers in the document. Strategic Objective 2: Oral Health Promotion and Oral Disease Prevention, Paragraph 28 should include national HPV vaccination programs for girls and boys to reduce oropharyngeal cancers as well as screening programs to mitigate outcomes.

A public health approach to disease prevention and health promotion has emerged as the dominant strategy for combating noncommunicable diseases worldwide1 and therefore is also applicable to oral diseases. The WHO Global Oral Health Programme has adopted this approach as the best means of promoting oral health and reducing inequalities within and between countries2. In paragraph 12 of the Oral Health Promotion and Oral Disease Prevention section of the draft report it is called to attention that essential prevention methods, such as community-based methods, topical fluoride applications or the use of fluoridated toothpaste, frequently are not available or affordable for people. In an effort to set measurable targets for Member States, IADR would support the explicit definition of the community-based methods that are most effective for the prevention of oral diseases as well as the most economical mechanisms. Community water fluoridation is a safe and effective, evidence-based intervention for the prevention of dental caries. Studies have shown that community water fluoridation
is the simplest way to maintain a constant low dose of fluoride in the oral cavity, through drinking fluoridated water or ingesting meals prepared with fluoridated water\textsuperscript{3,4}. Additionally, a systematic review by the US Community Preventive Services Task Force (CPSTF) found that water fluoridation is cost saving and is a safe and effective way to prevent and control dental caries\textsuperscript{5}. Additionally, the United Kingdom’s National Institute for Health Research, Cochrane Oral Health Group, and the National Health and Medical Research Council, Australia have all conducted scientific reviews by expert panels and concluded that community water fluoridation is a safe and effective way to promote good oral health and prevent decay\textsuperscript{13-15}. The WHO has previously recommended a concentration of 0.5 to 1.5 mg/L of to achieve caries prevention while minimizing the risk of dental fluorosis\textsuperscript{16}. Countries have decided on the concentration of water fluoride appropriate for their context. Therefore, IADR supports the inclusion of community water fluoridation within the draft strategy as a recommendation of a measurable target for the prevention of oral diseases.

The Minamata Convention on Mercury is a multilateral, legally-binding, environmental agreement that addresses specific human activities which are contributing to widespread mercury pollution. This agreement includes an approach to phase down the use of dental amalgam for the treatment of dental caries. With 133 Parties to the Minamata Convention, including middle- and lower-income countries (LMICs), it is imperative that the draft resolution contain a specific paragraph within the Strategic Objectives section that specifically addresses the use of dental amalgam. IADR supports the inclusion of language that is supportive of the phase down of dental amalgam within Strategic Objective 3. This language should call for further research into dental amalgam alternatives and include guidance to setting national objectives and a timeline that is targeted at caries prevention and health promotion. Additionally, in resource limited settings, a premature phase out approach in lieu of a country specific and nationally contextual phase down approach may serve to widen oral health inequalities\textsuperscript{6}.

In Guiding Principles 2 and 3, the global strategy addresses the need for the integration of oral health in primary health care and a new oral health workforce model that is responsive to population needs. It is important to note, that in several countries, for instance Mexico, primary health care is mainly provided by nurses\textsuperscript{8,9}. However, during basic training in nursing schools, educational preparation to address oral health needs is limited across nursing career curricula\textsuperscript{10}. Consequently, it will be challenging for those countries to successfully incorporate oral health into primary health care practices. Therefore, the main activities of primary care that may be mainly aimed at the mother-child binomial, will continue to lack oral health promotion and education, which is essential during child development. IADR supports inclusion within the global strategy, a call for the integration of oral health prevention and the basic description of oral health problems during the life course within the nursing career curriculum.

As part of the Strategic Objectives, the draft report outlines the oral health research agenda. It identifies the need to create a research agenda that is oriented towards public health programs, population-based interventions, learning health systems, workforce models, digital technologies, the public health aspects of oral diseases and conditions, and economic analyses to identify cost-effective interventions. However, paragraph 32 in Strategic Objective 5 \textit{incorrectly} states that “the historical oral health research agenda [that] has focused heavily on dental technology and problem description, rather than problem-solving.” This is simply not true and belies the very definition of research. Our current preventive approaches have been built on decades of research into the basic biologic mechanisms of oral diseases. Rather than discard any current research agenda, IADR supports a clear call for the \textit{enhancement} of the research agenda with an emphasis on the expansion of the current research interest in dental technologies to include a more public health lens. There is the capacity to continue to investigate appropriate dental technologies for treatment and prevention whilst addressing all the other components and foundational
biologic aspects of oral disease. As others have said, our research agenda must span from the molecular to the societal. With emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, augmented reality, regenerative dentistry, and CRISPR, added to the lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic that inspired the increased need for teledentistry, we would be remiss to neglect this important aspect of the oral health research agenda.

Noma (Cancrum oris) is highlighted in several sections of the draft global strategy including references in the Oral Disease Burden, Commercial Determinants and Risk Factors of Oral Health as well as outlined as one of the roles of the WHO to consider the classification of noma within the road map for neglected tropical diseases 2021–2030. IADR applauds the WHO for their acknowledgement of the impacts of noma as well as the identification of noma as a marker of extreme poverty exacerbated by socioeconomic disparities. IADR supports the inclusion of noma in the oral disease research agenda as it continues to be poorly understood17,18 and would therefore benefit exponentially from a research agenda that is inclusive of studies ranging from the foundational biologic aspects of the disease to population-based research.

Orofacial cleft (OFC) is one of the most common congenital malformations and includes 3 subgroups: cleft lip (CL), cleft palate (CP), and cleft lip and palate (CLP). The causes of OFC are complex, including genetic predisposition and environmental risk factors. The average prevalence of cleft lip with or without cleft palate was 7.75 per 10,000 live births in the United States and 7.94 per 10,000 live births internationally7. It is most prevalent in Asian regions with 19.05 per 10,000 live births in Japan being the highest rate globally7. It is therefore important the special emphasis be placed on research associated with the fundamental aspects of OFC. IADR supports the inclusion of OFC in Strategic Objective 5 with a clear call for the incorporation of OFC in the research agenda and specific measurable targets for Member States to assess their progress towards this objective.

IADR appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Global Strategy on Oral Health being developed by the WHO. IADR stands ready to work with the WHO and the Division of UHC/Communicable and Noncommunicable Diseases to further define the global strategy. If you have any further questions, please contact Dr. Makyba Charles-Ayinde, Director of Science Policy, at mcayinde@iadr.org.
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